
The 2020 STEM Discovery Campaign
Participants of SCIENTIX competitions are invited to blog about their activities for the 2020 STEM Discovery Campaign here!

Genius enough to escape from the solar system on…
genial.ly?

A collaborative production on eTwinning project “360 Big European Solar Tour” in the STEM freestyle axis

A “side effect” of COVID19 in education is schools’ closure. As a result, working with students online
synchronously through a video conference is a big challenge. Among the issues that need special
approaches are:

holding students’ interest
offering feedback
create and support interaction among teacher-students, and teaching material.

Shifting an online classroom to a “gaming platform” is a practice that confronts many of these issues.
It boosts the students’ interest and masks the teacher’s aim to provide knowledge.

A well-designed game with a structure based on pedagogical strategies creates a tool easy to use it
synchronously or asynchronously. Such strategies are students’ collaborative involvement in the
creation of the game, guided search, direct feedback.

http://blogs.eun.org/sdw-blog/
http://blogs.eun.org/sdw-blog/


Creating the game in the project

The partners in the eTwinning project “360 Big European Solar Tour” have worked on 360
panoramic photos to create games. With the photos, they have presented their classroom, their
school, and their town. In addition, there were extra activities in 3 axes:

STEM
European Citizenship
Culture

The schools were grouped in international teams that have a planet’s name. We have used the
distances of the planets from the sun to create a scale. Each school had measured its distance from
the European Union’s geographical center in Westerngrund, Germany, where was supposed to be the
sun of our teams in the project. According to the school’s distance and to our scale, each school
participated in a planet’s team.

Our students on their teams were working on their planet’s forums creating questions on the
presentations of their partners. These questions were collected by the administrator of the project to
create the games on genial.ly

The STEM game

For the STEM axis of our project, the approach was different. In February, our students had guided
web-search in their class and had come up with info for their planet. Students had presented this in
a variety of forms (an example is about Uranus in comics) in their planet’s padlet which was tagged
on a 360 photo in genial.ly The info that our students had collected was about planets characteristics
and about astronomical observations and missions.

https://twinspace.etwinning.net/91431/pages/page/662508
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/91431/pages/page/735225
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/91431/pages/page/683870
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/91431/pages/page/712308
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/91431/pages/page/662794
https://www.genial.ly/
https://www.pixton.com/gr/schools/storyboard/mffs54fa
https://twinspace.etwinning.net/91431/pages/page/735225


An example of a padlet: students in Uranus team share info

The administrator of the project had collected info from these padlets and he has created the game
for the STEM axis of our project. The game is a quiz on 4 steps (Levels) with 20 questions about
planets’ physical characteristics, satellites, discoveries and exploration

https://view.genial.ly/5e8cd9f72f4c5b0e170933eb/interactive-content-solar-system-objects


Playing the game

The next step was to play the game but our schools closed just when the game was ready. Many of
the teachers needed time to organize their online classrooms and establish frequent communication
with their students. The partner teachers, who had managed this, had played the game with their
students online. Students’ comments and photos prove that this was a hit.

My class had managed to meet online on 28 April and had played the game, each student on his/her
device. The teacher explained the rules and asked the students to share their screens to prove they
had finished. After that, students started the game and they were using the chat for comments or to
report their progress.

Kostas S. is sharing his screen while he is searching the info on the nodes of the planets to answer a question on “Physical
characteristics” level of the game



Stauros has managed the “Satellites” level

Dimitris sharing his screen and comments on chat



The student who managed to finish the game first, shared his final screen while the rest were still
working on the game. After some minutes, all had finished and we shared our impressions in chat.

The tricky point on the game is that every time you answer wrong in any of the levels, you return to
the starting question of that level. This repetition contributes to the establishment of knowledge and
it ensures that our students’ answers were not given randomly.

We invite you to try our game and share it with your students and we would be thankful for some
feedback in comments.
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